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Women s Honors Day To Be
Evening Program This Year
Dean Case To
Direct Group

The Planners • •

Position Follows 6-3
OVC Cage Race

By MARIAN BAZZY
Editor-in-Chief
The fifteenth annual Women's
Honors Day at Eastern this year
Jamas E. Baechtold, who diwill be held Tuesday, March 27,
rected the Eastern Maroons to a
at 7 :S0 p.m. In past years, the pro•-3 record and a three-way tie
gram has been scheduled the time
for runner-up honors In the Ohio
of the weekly assembly program;
Valley Conference after taking
but due to the many awards
over for Paul McBrayer, who rewhich will be presented this year,
signed on January 29, 'Wednesday
it Is necessary for the Honors Day
was appointed head basketball
to occupy the evening slot.
coach of Eastern.
I'niler the direction of Dean
The announcement came at noon
Km ma Y. Case, the Women's Adtoday, following an address by
ministrative Council, composed of
Jesse Stuart at the weekly asthe presidents of the ten women's
sembly program, and the new
organization* on campus, Is deep
head coach was greeted by an
In the planning of the program
overflow audience of about 2,000
which win be presided over by
students and faculty members.
Barbara Edwards, a senior from
Terms of the contract were not
Prospect, Kentucky, and president
disclosed. The announcement came
of Collegiate Pentacle, the Senior
after Dr. Robert R. Martin had
Women's Honorary.
conferred by phone with members
The affair will be highlighted by
of the college board of regents.
the crowning of a Scholarship
Baechtold will hold the acaQaVen who will be the .senior wodemic rank of associate professor
min with the highest academic
and will continue to teach a
standing. Her court of honor will be
limited teaching load. An asthj girls of each other grade classsistant will be appointed later,
ification who hold the highest
according to Or. Martin.
standings in their own classes.
The 1952 Eastern graduate and
Mslvin E. Mattox, retiring Regisformer All-American eager under
trar of Eastern, will crown the
McBrayer was chosen over about
queen who will be escorted by the
a dozen other candidates for the
senior boy of highest academic
post, which President Martin has BAECHTOLD NAMED HEAD COACH: Mm Baechtold, who has been acting head basketball coach at standing. The Queen's court will be
called "the top coaching Job in Eastern since the resignation of Paul McBrayer on January t», was appointed head coach by Prea- escorted by the boy of their re- These women of the Women's Administrative Council!, with the aid of Dean Case, will serve as the backKentucky." McBrayer was in his Meat Martin. Baechtold and Martin are shown above Just after the announcement was made at the oon- spectlve class with the highest bone of this year's Women's Honors Day which will b? an evening feature on March 27. Seated are Janiaa .
16th year at the helm of the Ma- chision of an assembly program at the school Wednesday.
standing.
Fulkerson, Barbara Edwards, Jeannette Webb, and Clydla Case. Standing are Peggy Karon, Susie Walks*
roons when his surprise resignaA Parade
Barbara Rose, Anne Stanley Johnson, Barbara Summons, and Sharon Musen.
tion came because of ill health, winning team."
Baechtold also port for fall football practice ule some big teams because we'ra
A parade of the year's royalty
*Td like to thank President thanked his players, especially for there. "I wired home," ho re- going to have a wonderful new will be Included. At this time, all
"and asked my parents to coliseum to play In next year." of the queens of the 1981-62 school Speech Festival To Be Held
xcTS.."op^tK"0Ba»{a «>e Monday night win over More- called,
send my trunks to Richmond, Ky., Eastern's 6,500-seat Alumni Coli- year will be presented to the audi- At Eastern Next Week
■aid after the announcement was head, and the student body and rather than to Tuaculoosa, where seum Is scheduled for comple- ence which will be assembled in
made. "We'll do all within our the community for their support, I had intended to go, and I have tion in January, 1963.
Students interested in an appoint- beginning at 10 a.m.
'eteria of toe Student Union
Eastern will be host this compower U» continue giving you a
The M-year-oM .native- of Moon never regtetted. it." ..'
WBsn asked about his reuru**-^Jalnrf.
... ,
, , .■ -■jsgWask; to 697 Junior had senior ment 'for any of the following in' Thursday, March IB
Township, Pennsylvania, holds a
Baechtold said today, Just fol- lng for next year, Baechtold said
higK
school
students
who
will
reierwidws
sho&ld report to Room I,
Also included in this year's HonMr. Robert L. Sanders, Director
master's degree from Indiana lowing the announcement, that that he feels sure that this prob- ors Day program will be the Im- present 39 Kentucky schools. In Administration Building.
of Personnel, Louisville Pubac
University, which he received dur- "this probably means more to me lem will not be as great as it has pressive tapping ceremonies of a story which appeared in last Monday, March 12
Schools,
Louisville, Kentucky, will
NOTICE SENIORS
ing the off-seasons while playing than anything that has ever hap- been in the past and attributes the two women's
honoraries, week's Progress, the date of the
Miss Esther Ruprlght. Director be on campus Thursday, March
professional
basketball
for
the
the
statement
to
the
new
colipened In my life. I returned to
Cwens, Nation Sophomore Women's event was mistakenly placed in of the Division of Special Services, 15, for the purpose of interviewing
Seniors graduating In May can
York Knickerbockers. He Eastern six years ago to coach seum. "We feel that many of Honor Society, and Collegiate Pen- this week rather than next.
pick up' a free copy of "The New
Battle Creek Public Schools. Bat- prospective teachers for the school
was
named
rookie
of
the
year
his
the
outstanding
players
in
the
under
Coach
McBrayer,
who
I
Beginning Monday, the festival tle Creek, Michigan, will be on
tacle, Eastern Senior Women's
Eastern Alumnus" at the Alumyear in pro ball with the consider the. real master of the state will put Eastern at the top Honor Society. As is the tradition will open with twelve debate teams campus Monday, March 12 to In- year 1961-63.
ni office. Boom 6, Administra- first
Interviews will be held in Room
Baltimore Bullets in 1953.
game, and I knew that I could of their list when considering col- of these organizations, the Cwens competing for placement in the terview persons interested in
tion Building, from 10 a.m. un202, Student Union Building beginbe happier here than anywhere leges." He refused to mention any Mu chapter members, dressed in State Speech Festival scheduled teaching In Battle Creek. They ning
til 12-noon, next week, Monday Here By Accident
at 9 a.m.
players that he plans to try to white dresses, will move through for April. One team out of every have, for the school year 1962-63,
through Friday. Senior must
Baechtold actually happened to else."
Saturday,
March 10
recruit,
but
said
that
he
will
be
four
will
be
chosen
for
the
final
Tve
always
wanted
my
own
the audience and tap the prospectopenings in elementary, seconpresent their I.D. Cards la be at Eastern by accident He
traveling man, visiting the ive members. This will be an invi- competition.
Superintendent Shattles of the
dary, special education, and adclaiming the magazine. "The stopped by the campus in August, team," the square-jawed ex-All- a
Ashland City Schools, Ashland,
Tuesday will feature poetry read- ministration.
Eastern Alumnus" la presently 1948, to visit high school team- American player said, "and this schools throughout Kentucky, and tation to the tapped freshmen wothe regional and state men to accept membership in the ing radio speaking, interpretive
Interviews will be held in Room Kentucky, will be on the first floor
on sale In the book store at mates. Chuck Hertzer and Howard Is really a dream come truee for watching
tournaments.
of
the Industrial Arts Building on
exclusive society which bases its reading, discussions, oratorial de- I, Administration Building, begintwenty coats each. Only a few Oracey, both football players at me."
Saturday, March 10 at 10:00 a.m.
Played Under Mac
membership on scholarship, lead- clamation, and public speaking. ning at 9:00 a.m.
He said that he will begin work
copies are on sale.
Eastern, liked the campus, and
for the purpose of interviewing
Tuesday, March 18
Baechtold was a regular for- ership, and contributions to camstayed. He was on his way to on his schedule for next year
(Contlnued on Page Five)
pus organizations.
Mr. Charles W. Allen, Jr., Vice candidates for teaching positions
the University of Alabama to re- "right away." "I hope to schedAn error was made in the last
the fields of Chemistry, Biology,
Likewise, the present members
issue of the Progress concern- President of the Belknap Hard- in
ware and Manufacturing Company, Jr. and Sr. High Mathematics or
of Collegiate Pentacle, dressed in
ing the cost of the proposed
Foreign
Languages Including Latin,
caps and gowns, will tap their
Martin Hall. The figure stated Louisville, Kentucky, will be on
members who will" be seated In was J547,062. It wasn't really campus Tuesday, March 13, to talk French, and Spanish.
Anyone interested in arranging
the audience. For both of the honIncorrect except that the fact with any members of the senior
an interivew should report Imoraries, the prospective members
that it lacked another digit. The class who might be Interested in a for
mediately
to the Placement Office
must be present In order to accost of this men's dormitory will sales career with the Belknap or go directly
to the Industrial
Hardware and Manufacturing Comcept membership In the groups.
be $1,547,062.06 as exactly as it
pany. Interviews will be held in Arts Building on Saturday mornAll college women with an acaBy JIM STIVERS
can be established.
Room I, Administration Building, ing.
The Honorable Keen Johnson,
(Continued on Page 8)
former governor of Kentucky and
now editor of the Richmond Daily
Register, was the featured guest
Tuesday afternoon of the Eastern
Debaters during a round of cross
examination debate in preparation
the first of three loud ovations
W-Hollow, to be exact, because it seller.
By MARY ANN NELSON
for the tournament at Miami Unithat caused him to return to the.
was the best place to hide."
In many of his incidents, lie
.
News Editor
versity this weekend.
Jesse Stuart, Kentucky's poet
Ho recalled that he placed in emphasized the importance of edu- speaker's podium erupted from
Mr. Johnson is familiar with the
topic of debate, "Resolve: that la- laureate and one of the great the first football game he" ever cation. 'The world trouble spots/- the audience,
He was to autograph a collecbor organizations should be placed writers of the world, told an over- saw. 'The coach told me to get he said, "are t h e uneducated
tion of his books, the Townsend
under the Jurisdiction of anti-trust flow audience of about 2,000 East- in there and get the opponents Pisces.
On the second encore, Stuart Collection, in the Crabbe Library
legislation," which coincided with em students and faculty in Hinani best player out of the game. . .
his previous experience with labor Brock Auditorium Wednesday to I did and we were penalized 45 announced that he is returning at Eastern during his stay on
Professor Willis M. Parkhurst
"shoot
high
in
whatever
you
do."
yards,"
he
said.
to
several foreign countries to campus. From 2 until 5 p. m., he
while in politics.
attended the 80th annual ConferHe also said that his book, "Man teach, including India, Burma, was scheduled to be the guest of
Tom Roberts and John Rogers "You may fall low, but shoot high
ence of the Southern Mountains on
debated affirmatively In opposition . . httfch your wagon to a star," With A Bull-Tongue Plow" is a Hong-Kong, the Philippines, honor at an autograph party In
book of poems' written on backs Greece, and others.
Walnut Hall of the Keen Johnson
February 20-24.
to Jay Roberts and BUI Cain of the said.
Held in Gatlinburg, Tennessee,
22
season.
He
held
the
post,
until
Stuart delivered an hour and a of tobacco sacks. It was a bestHis address ended at 11:25 and Student Union Building,
By ERMA RIDGE
negative team. The two teams ran
Over 80 experts at the Conference
1927
when
he
resigned.
Progress Staff Writer
through the formal procedure of half-long address and received
provided a nucleus of activity inAfter the resignation of Ganz cross examination style debate three encores from a standing
The St. Louis Symphony Orchescluding major addresses, survey tra will appear next Wednesday, there followed a period of 4 years during the Intra squad meet. In audience. The normal speaker on
reports, panel discussions and open at 8 p.m. In Brock Auditorium. during which the orchestra was this way the two teams were able Che campus is allowed approxiforums, and folk entertainment, Conducting it will be Bdouard Van led by guest conductors.
to build upon their case for the mately 40 minutes.
covering all aspects of living in Remoortel, a young Belgian of inVladimir Goisnmann of Paris upcoming tournament.
He said that "grades are not
the Appalachian south.
Other members of the squad fill- everything in this life. I like to
ternational note.
became a regular conductor hi
Governor Bert T. Combs was the
Founded in 1880, It is the second 1931. He stayed with the Orchestra ed in other positions of the debate. see a boy or girl make two kinds
speaker for the dinner meeting on oldest symphony orchestra in the for a period of 27 seasons.
Gerald Kemper acted as time- of grades: (1) grades In subjectFriday, February 28.
United States. It was established
At the present, the orchestra's keeper and Ed Abell helped with matter, and (2) grades in charThe Council of the Southern with a fund of *8,000 to sponsor season Included 40 subscription the Judging while Jim Stivers act- acter.
If I had my choice, I would
Mountains has been in existence six winter concerts.
concerts, a dozen presented to stu- ed as chairman for the proceed- take the orfe with high grades in
since 1918. Its headquarters are at
/
Ten years after it was founded dents at various age levels, and a ings.
the latter, than In the first."
Berea. Membership includes over it merged with the St. Louis Choral series of popular and special conFollowing the debate, ex-goverAmerica's greatest export, by
2,000 persons and organizations Society. The Joint organization was certs.
nor Johnson aided the team with far, he said, is the American
aoncerned with improving condi- called the St. Louis Choral-SymThe Orchestra was honored In his criticism and suggestions. Mr. | schoolteacher, from the first grade
tions in the nine-state Appalachian phony Society. This arrangement December 1951 by being chosen to McWhorter, of Eastern's English; on up. Stuart returned recently
Mountain region.
lasted about twenty years, pre- participate In a special program, department, also judged the de-! from a year-long stay In Egypt,
senting six concerts each year.
broadcast around the world mark- bate along with Mrs. Alexander, where he taught.
Incorporated
,
ing an anniversary of the United debate coach. The debaters then . His humorous address kept the
In 1893 the orchestra was incor- Nations Declaration of Human discussed their topic with the largest audience of the year in
porated. The Joint choral-Instru- Rights.
judges and other Interested per- the auditorium howling with
ment society was conducted by
sons in the audience.
laughter as he recited stories and
Permanent Home
Joseph Otten. Alfred Ernst sucAfter more practice in class this various witticisms of his life. In
Since 1984 the St. Louis Symceeded him the following year and Chony Orchestra's permanent home week, the Eastern squad leaves a serious moment, he said that
remained until 1907. At this time as been the 3800-seat Opera House for Oxford. Ohio, today. Mrs. "time is the author's greatest
Alexander and Mr. Honaker will critic." Some of his high school
Eastern coeds and men are mod- the group numbered 56 musicians of Kiel (Municipal) Auditorium.
and
a chorus of 200 voices.
Mr. Van Remoortel was pro- accompany the team as they go term papers that received low
eling in a style show and card
The choral section was dropped claimed the 6th conductor in the to Miami University to meet teams grades are now found in some of
paryt tonight at 7:30 in Walafter Ernst resigned, and its pre- orchestra's history on December from all over the United States. his best-sellers. Stuart has had
nut Hall.
Sponsored by the Richmond Wo- sent name, the St. Louis Symphony 17. 1967. The proceeding two weeks This tournament promises to be 36 books published and three
he had been guest -conductor. He an interesting one with teams others are coming out soon.
men's Club, the event will feature Orchestra was adopted.
Max Zach was the newly appoint- has conducted most of the major from the Ivy League schools as
life Stories Related
» tea table, complete with sandThe crew-cut humorist, who reSiches, cookies, and small cakes. ed conductor. Three years later orchestras in Europe. He was born well as from the Big Ten colleges.
The Eastern debaters making the sembled a combination of Mark
us a prize for each of the card the orchestra wan placed oa a per- in Brussels and studied at the
tables. Any card game may be manent basis. That season M more Brussels and Geneva (Switzerland) trip are Tom Roberts, John Rog- Twain and Will Rogers with his
ers,
Ed Abell and Jim Stivers of mannerisms, related several stories
concerts were presented sad daily conservatories. He won first prize
played.
In violoncello at both. He decided the affirmative team and Jay Ro- of his life. He said that the
■ Tickets are priced at one dollar rehearsals were held.
In mid-season Zach died. The oa a conducting career at the age berts, Bill Cain and Gerald Kem- reason his family ended up in
per person and may be purchased
from Sherry Congieton. Sullivan season was finished with guest con- of 17, and began studies at the per, on the negative squad. In Greenup County was because his
roer
*: J
Ball. Shops represented are the ductors. One of these, Rudolph Academla Chigiana in Sienaa. addition to the debating, John Rog- grandparents joined the Hatfields Part of a long day ... It was a brief moment when Jesse Stuart took time to *■*•** <*
against
the
McCoys.
"That's
why
Herdler,
exchange
student
from
Germany,
and
Miss
Pear)
Buchanan,
department
of
EngUan,
seem
to Be eaLouise Shop, Elizabeth's, . Paul Ganz was engaged as permanent Italy. There he won first prize in ers will participate in the original
we ended up in Greenup County, joying the autographing party also.
■ ' _
oratory contest.
conductor at the start of the 1921Jett's, and Garland Jett's.
CasjHnaod on Pace Five)

Want A Job?

Keen Johnson
Aids Debaters

Jesse Stuart Says 'Shoot High'-Always

Parkhurst Attends
Appalachian Meet

Eastern Coeds,
Men Model In
Style Show

Renown Symphony
To Visit Eastern
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East Is East—West Is West
... Will The Twain Ever Meet?

Let's Talk It Over
By: JIM FARMS

-ysi"^%
Americans like to think of themselves as a nation of rugged Individuals. The proces of lowering the 91.000 deaths last year constantly goes forward. Cur enemies—disease and accidents, particularly
disease -are slowly being conquered.
The National Safety Council has said preliminary figures show the
death toll from accidents was two per cent less limn the I960 flgure
of nS.OOS, with reductions made In all general cla-.slfli-ati.ui>-—'innlur,
vehicle, home, work and public.
Berau.se of a two per cent population increase In 1961, tlie death
rate was the lowest si.ice records have been kept. It was 49.7 per
100,000 population, the first time it dropped below 50. It also carried r
downtrend thiough the sixth canHecutive year. Hie 1660 rate was 61.7.
This is enouraging, but there is nothing On our accident record to
wan ant complacency. .We are living dangerously enough to satisfy
the most daring: -the statistics prove it.
Truffle accidents remained the nation's No. 1 violent Idler, taking
38.000 lives. This marked a one per cent dc 1'■:-.•- from the I960 toll ol
38,200. the first drop since 1938. No nation kill, or allows to !>.■ killed,
so many of Its p.-op'- In one type accident'.
Statistics show home accidents killed 26,500, down four per cent. A
total of 13,500 lost thei:- lives In work accidents, a two percent decline.
Ano'-her 16.030 died in public accidents excluding motor vehicle, a
three per cent decrease.
The process of lowering the accidental death rate could, and should
be speeded up. Last year alone it is estimated that JW billion was lost.
This figure Includes both fatal and nonfatal accidents including wage
losses, medical expenses and overhead cost of Insurance for ail accidents, production delays, 'and damage to equipment In work accidents,
and property damage from traffic accidents and fires.
In 1940 one in every 20 persons in the United States suffered a disabling Injury sometime during the year.
The traffic toll was the eighth largest recorded. These accidents also
caused disabling injuries to almost 1 and one-half million. They account for almost half of the total dollar costs to the natteo an estimated $6.8 billion.
The highest toll was in 1941 when 99.969 persons tost thetr lives. In
the 3 yean and one month of the Korean conflict, 33,029 persons were
killed in combat. If Americans wore half as concerned about the dally
traffic toll as they were about the hazards their young men faced In
the trenches and foxholes of past wars, we weuld see an almost miraculous reduction in the slaughter here at home. Living safely and
living fully should go hand in hand. It's up to you!

A Self-Made Man

It was heart-warming and certainly not beyond
the comprehension of me.ny when over five hundred persons marched through a line in order to have Kentucky's
Poet Laureate autograph their books. The dynamic per, sonality and the genuineness of Mr. Stuart could be the
answer to the sudden response of the college crowd to
an assembly speaker.
Despite all the talk of school spirit, indifference
and relative inactivity, the Eastern students made a
showing Wednesday which not only impressed the college community but caused Stuart to comment, "It's
the biggest autographing party that I ever had; that's
for sure!"
Also with all the talk about the compulsory assembly for the fresh, it was certainly an enlightening sight
to behold a capacity crowd without an open space for
WWiXTIWESAPCETDOFORALMNG?*
even a standing spectator et this week's assembly. This
might be considered a definite indication of a swing
toward the better things in life—such as literature. On
the other hand, it may be that this was the first thir*q
which really interested the students this year. Which
pupil's answers, and not talk or
By RONNIE WOLFE
let his attention stray to other
ever it is probably can be established at this time since
Progress Managing Editor
things. What can be added?
it is only one incident in a year of many.
What's that you say? School's
Soviet students rise when the
getting, you down? Let's look at teacher enters or leaves the room.
Many will eqree that the tribute which the cofleqe
the rules which the Soviet Union They always stand at attention
iphere paid to this poet was well founded and that he
has set up for their schools, and when answering the teacher and
Dear Editor,
Then, one more change for the see just how much farther down they sit down only with the teachdeserved oil the attention which was so briqhtly lavishworse
is
this
"see
no
one,
hear
no
you could be.
er's permission.
What is happening to the social
ed upon Mm. His assmebly address stirred the hearts of
speak to no one" attitude.
The Soviet Union has set up
life, or campusotogy. here at East- one,
As If this weren't enough, when
Whenever
one
walks
across
camKentuckians end out-of-steteri as well. His vivacious,
ern? One wonders If we are still pus, only a few people speak, if twenty rules which regulate thelr an Instructor Is met outside the
school
pupils.
Each
child
regards
stimulating voice and manner have not been outdone
classroom by the student**, the
■mall school, big school, or out any, and then one wonders why
these rules as his duties, and each girls should bow politely and the
Mil in the wilderness.
this year by any assembly visitor. Although his address
they bothered.
pupil must meet the rigid re- boys are required to raise their
We like to think of Eastern as a
I only wonder which way the
which have been set hats.
was not tne most profound ever to be heard here, it was
growing school with growing ideas', social life will go—up into the big quirements
Bach student is required to take
but some of the actions of our stu- college bracket or down into the up for him.
a dynamic product of a dynamic man ... his sincerety
It Is the duty of every school accurate notes and to do all (get
dents cause one to wonder.
wilderness
of
know-nothings.
Only
along with bis lave for his country, his state and his vochild In the Soviet Union to ac- that—all) his homework unaided.
When one attends a campus the students can decide this.
quire knowledge persistently in or- There are no answers in back of
cation were obvious points. He is the epitome of dedimovie, he receives more than just
Oh, well, so is life.
der to become an educated and the book and no opportunities to
(ACP) Men's hair styles are as puzzliing to the gals as bii'jble3 a movie for his 35 cents. Also
cation and the qualities of a self-made man . . . Eastern
Sincerely.
cultured cltisen and to be of the run down the hall to see if John
and beehives are to the guys.
thrown in are cat calls, whistles,
greatest possible service to his Doe has his lesson.
•'The Old Senior
will long remember his visit.
Bette Mac'juaker, writing la the Iowa State Daily, offer.? a and asinine remarks.
Every student must protect
country. The starting salary he
Also as a result of bis appearance on campus, the guide for the girl who can't differentiate between a "butch" aiid a
Also, another change on cam- Dear Editor,
might receive is never mentioned. school property, and protect his
"flat-top."
pus
is
the
attitude
of
our
young
Each
student
must
study
dill
personal
things as well as those
Progress would like to salute the idea of having Mr.
It distresses me that our editor gently, be punctual la alttsstaaee, of his comrades. This may be a
Ivy league—This appears to be the most popular style now, ladies. It seems as if most of them
misinterpreted
my
letter
last
week.
Stuart serve this institution in the capacity of guest lec- especially among the older felkmu. The hair Is clipped close!to the now have the idea that all young
and not arrive late ha classes. Ne bit Communist sounding, but at
and has two primary characteristics- -a part, usually on the men must stop and open all doors My criticisms were not directed Mies are set up to cope with per- least it is effective.
turer for a possible six week's course this summer. The head,
right side of the head, and a swirl in the back.
whenever they are near one. I toward the Progress but toward ststant class-cutting. None are
Further rules for the Soviet
idea, although tossed off very lightly as a suggestion,
Hollywood—This one (we all pray) is a style of the past, but Just am not against opening doors for the activities and interests of the aeeded.
school child Involves being considstudent body. We are in college,
In
case
you
may,
run
into
It,
a
description
Should
prove
helpful
"in
girls,
in
fact,
I
am
for
it,
but
does
The
teachers
In
the
Soviet
erate
to old people and small childcould hold immense possibilities for the students who
its identification. The hair Is long on the sides and Is combed back it hurt to say "Thank You".when believe It or not, and as we apmust be obeyed without ren, obeying parents, maintaining
would like a course in creative writino. We feel that he in gentle waves Into a ducktall. Beginning at the back of the isrowri a door has been opened? When- proach maturity we must begin schools
question. No Soviet student is al- cleanliness and order la their
to face the responsibilities of life. lowed
to drop classes because he rooms (no strict campuses, I'm
would be e.n asset to the students of Eastern who are in- the hair is combed forward over the forehead and .ends in oaa.'wsl!- ever I take the trouble to open a Why
not begin by concentrating feels he cannot do the work. He sure), and carrying record books
greased curl.
door for a girl end she waddles
terested in writing, whether creatively inclined or JourMohawk—Thai is the perfect style for those fellows who pre!er on by Without a word of thanks, all our efforts on what should be has no choice.
with them at all times, never
nalistically bound. We hope that Mr. Stuart's volunteer- a washcloth to a comb and brush, and is one you deinilely can't -nisa. I immediately want to release the our main concern at this stage of Every student is the USSR must handing It to anyone except the
our
lives—an
education.
scalp Is completely bald, with the exception of one .atrip -e/ haicJ ileor so that It may strike her in
came to school clean, well-groom- teacher.
ed words will mean that he would seriously consider The
Sincerely Yours,
running down the middle of the head from the crown to th* nape the lower extremities and help
On top of all this, all students
ed, and neatly dressed, it is doubt■her
.an
through.
'
"The
DbifiufleHed
PraWiman'
of
the
neck,
Haven't
seen
many
of
these
around
lately
cdujd
H>
such a position and that hi* schedule would permit Kim
ful that Soviet students will ever ate required to cherish the honor
possibly
be
the
onset
of
cold
vfiather?
V
of
their school and defend it is
become
a
duck-tailed,
beltless,
to serve in the Capacity of visiting professor on this cam- '
ei—*—r •:- .. a
1
Upsweep—This one is more or less bouffant, since all the bark
leather-jacketed set.
their own. Some school spirit, eh?
pus.
hair is combed up-and-over the head, and the' sides are combed -JO
,To keep his place in the classNo doubt these rules seem abto create the slightest trace of waves over the ears. If this style
room clean and tidy is another surd to us, but to the Soviet stu-,
Thusly. a salute to the Kentuckian who so unselfishly as
Isn't fast disappearing—it ought to be.
cardinal rule of the Soviet schools. dent, they are routine. Each stugave of his time to IN last Wednesday. We hope that he
Flat-top—This one is cut In the ever-popular crew-cut wtyle. and
Dentyne wrappers, cigarette butts, dent is a little drop of water turnwhen
cut
to
perfection,
a
sort
of
"bald-spot**
can
be
seen
in
the
and
empty hot chocolate cups nev- ed out of a faucet for some spewas as nfe*sed with his visit as the students were satiscenter of the crown. This style is differentiated from the BUTCH
er make the scene in the Soviet cific purpose, but if he fails, he is
Had with the man they met.
—MB only In so far as the edges are cut flat, while the BUTCH follows
flushed down the commode ot
classroom.

Read It... And Weep??

Readers Write

A Guide For Coeds

Eastern Students Receive
500 Defense Loans
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the natural contours of the head.
When asked why they chose to have their hair cut In the
particular manner they did, fellows weren't able to answer.
When aaked what hair style she liked best on the fellows, one coed
had only this to say—"greaseless."

[~ 'Dear Bullwinkle'^]
Deaf Bull winkle:
Do you think 13 is too young for
a girl to date an 87 year old Latin
Lover type?
Curious
Dear Curious:
No. but be sure your Mom meets
his parents first.
Bullwlnkle

MARIAN BAZZY
Editor-in-Chief
ntary Ann Nelson

RONNIE WOLFE
Dear Bullwlnkle:
As an attention getting device,
Managing Editor
I wear a bat suit all of the time.
News Editor I get' lots of "attention, but no jobs
Glenda '"Sam" Hewlett
Organisations Editor or girls. Do you think I should
take it off?
Strange <
Dong WhitlocJc
_
Sports Editor
Dear Strange:
James Furria
Military Editor
Much depends on where you
plan to take It off.
NEWS &VKFF: Jerry Crawford, Judy Woods, Ben Oartinhour,
Bullwlnkle
Sandy Ooodlett, Eddie Flak, Berry Wireman, Bruce Gosney, Pat
Grant, Erma Ridge, Ken Pigg, Harry Campbell, Larry Strange,
Dear Bullwlnkle:
Linda Cahoon. Jim Stivers.
Snce my induction In 1942, I have
risen to Corporal. Mom Is terCARTOONISTS:- William Chester Buchanan, Tom Blankenshsp.
ribly proud of me and Dad says
Buslaesa Staff
that he wishes he could do as well
Oeorge Dopp, Jr.
Business Manager at the plant. What do you think?
Corporal Charles T. Grader,
Edwin Odor —
_
Asat. Bus. Mgr.
RA 179872S4SM7234S2J
84th Punster Group Wing,
JerflBuar
Circulation Manager
Benedict Arnold Division,
lnastagfaefcy staff
Port William Sherman, Oa.
Dear Corporal Gruder:
Tom Coffay, Jeff Millar ._
Staff Photographer
I think you're better off In the
service than unleashed on a lot of
innocent civilians.
Bullwlnkle

Mu"M DRUC STORE
no

■M Mn.1. A It

DIAL

473-It*

RICHMOND.
KT.

FROM COLONEL. DRIVE-IN

Richmond"! Most Modern Drug Store
detlgood for comfortable and convenient shopping.
Free Parking. Open til 9:00 P. M. Daily.

Sunoco Service Station
WaafMsM • LUaVlCOttOII -

Motor Time-Up
!ro*e Work

Open 24 Hours.

National Defense Student Loans gram Is J. C. Powell, executive
totaling $142,825 have been used administrative assistant of the
by more than 900 Eastern students college.
The maximum loan to an inthis year to continue their college
dividual student cannot exceed
education.
Authorized by the National $1,000 per year or $5,000 for a college career. Most loans at EastDefense Education Act of 1950,
the loan program's purpose Is to ern are from $100 to $300 pot
Identify and educate more of the semester, according to Powell.
Interest, at the rate of three
talent of the nation and to insure
trained manpower of sufficient per cent, begins after the borrower
qdallty and quantity to meet lhs ceases to be a full-time student.
national defense needs of the If the borrower enters military
service, Interest will not begin to
country.
Of the total, $e»,S75 was leaned accrue for an additional! three
to more than 400 students die years and the loans of borrowers
fall semester, while S7S.250 was who teach in public elementary or
made available to worthy students secondary schools will be reduced
by one-tenth for each year of
the spring semester.
teaching for a maximum of five
A breakdown for the spring years. This means that those
semester shows that the highest who teach for five years will have
amount waw loaned to freshmen, to repay only one-half of the
146 first-year students borrowing amount they borrow.
|28,880; 124 sophomores *isve
In case of death or total perborrowed S28.275; 84 Juniors, $16.- manent disability, the loans are
200; 47 seniors, $9,325; and 10 cancelled.
graduate students, $1,900.
Bach applicant must demonstrAppropriation by the federal ate a genuine financial need and
special
consideration is given to
government Is
normally based
upon lending experience in previous students planning to teach In
years. Eastern h a a received elementary and secondary schools.
75 per cent of
slightly more than the average in- Approximately
stitution of comparable sice due Eastern's graduates are teachers.
to the extreme
need of the
Application Is made by writing
area served by the college, ac- the National Defense Student Looi:
cording to college officials.
Office, at Eastern Kentucky 8tate
Aarnsnartmtor of
College..

society. We may be inconvenienced at times, but, after a bit of investigation, things aren't so bad
as they might seem.
these rales are good, but they
were set ap for a Communistic
society! not a Sree system such as
ears. They wouldn't work here,
alter all, boys just don't wear hats
asywurc.
*»

College Dry Cleaners
(N. 3rd St., around the corner from

W. F. Higgins Furniture Co.)

State Bank and Trust
Company of Richmond. Ky.
BRANCH AT BIG HILL AVE. ANO «OGGS LANE.
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE
CORPORATION
MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

Madison National Bank
Richmond,

Ky.

Member Federal Reserve System
Member Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation

Dear Bullwlnkle:
All my life I've wanted a bike
built by the Schtooker people—
And lo and behold—this morning,
I came downstairs and Mom and
Dad had bought one for me! What
should I do to show how I feel?
Ortln Preente
Age «S
Dear Ortln Preenie:
Smash it to pieces.
Bullwlnkle

KESSLER'S

Dear Bullwlnkle:
Aa the editor of our college
paper (The Campus Clampuil. I
wield a lot of Influence with the
other students How can I beat use
my power?
Rodney Luis Punch
Editor-in-chief
»
UCLH Tech-Poly-Instltute
Dear Rodney Luis Punch:
Studying. Most of your type
flunk out.
Bullwlnkle
(Remember, there Is no problem
toe small for a blrdbraln like Bullwinkle. Address all correspondence
to: The Neat, Jay Ward Productions. 88M Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood, Calif.)

Each student most eater the
ratalrsnm and take his place immediately after the bell rings. No
aketiae Its are allowed to laterfere with the learning process.
The Soviet students must sit up
right during the lesson, not leaning en their elbows and not slouching, listen attentively to the teacher's' explanations and the other '

JEWELERS

Richmond's Only Jeweler giving discounte to students
NAME BRAND MERCHANDISE —
WATCHES

—

DIAMONDS

Richmond's ONLY Cut-Rote Discount Jewelry
(Discount
to Students)
NATIONAL DEFENSE LOANS are
A total of SMMK has been
is J. C. Powell, administrator of the
assistant to the president.

! by more than 400 student* presently at _
to worthy students this year at Eaatern. PM*a*>U
program at the caaftaje, and ana uu Use adwanlawaatwt

IstAiN STREET

KESSLER'S

(Terms to
Students)

—

PH
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Jesse Stuart Sayi Hit
Writing Is Compulsory
By MARY ANN NELSON
Progress News Editor
"I have to write, same as I have
to wear a shirt and' a coat. More
so. I Just have to write, it's in me."
That's Jesse Stuart's drive.
Speaking in an interview Wednesday night, he enthusiastically commented on education, in the light
of his recent trip to Cairo, and
writing as both his profession and
his creative fulfillment .
Tiaclng his rise' to fame, he
says that he first did not seek
publication In commercial magazines, but "tried to make literary magazines." His first work
was published in a poetry anthology while he was in college.
Should lH-giiutlng writers try on
profit? Mr. Stuart emphatically
suya no. "I think young people
make a mistake when they get Into
the writing game and think they're
going to make a profit," he says.
"You « rltr for the love of it. Then
If you make a profit, well and
good."
"A few times in my life I said
maybe I was born to write, but I've
been writing since I can remember ... We have those in the
world who like the idea of being a
writer, but don't want to write.
We like those who like to write,
and don't think of being a writer.
1 think I'm like everybody else,
except I write, and I can't help it."
With the creative urge, and the
idea, which Mr. Stuart says he
may get "everywhere, but mostly
from people I know . . ." he then
must put it on paper. "I sometime
organize a story in my mind or
have the idea for a poem in my
mind." he comments. "I will write
a short story In my head and then
sit down and put it on paper, maybe with some changes. I can't dp
the book that way, it's too long and
drawn out—I've got to take notes.
It takes more than just trying to
get it in my head."
Does he ever run out of words—
become bogged down? "Oh, yes,"
he answers, "I sure have beep
bogged. I take a good rest when I
do, and think." Frequently, he
went on, he receives a fresh Idea
when he least expects It.
Since he had been editor of his
college newspaper at Lincoln Memorial and had done much newspaper writing, why then did he
turn to creative writing, and not to
journalaism? "I can't stay with a
publication day in and day out.
I get pretty restless, moving on
and teaching, I've got to write tor
for myself. When you write on a
newspaper all day, you don't have
much time for fiction. Therefore,
if you teach all day, you're eager
to'write. It works better. You will
have some time, when you go In
for Journalism."
Mr. Stuart comments that developing a style was relatively unhn*partant! '"Oh. forget astyWHBe
remarks. "Just don't pay any al-

trnlion to It. It just comes . . . Who
cares about style? I'll tell you that
when you get style, and" you write
a poem, somebody can tell who
wrote it if your name's not on It.
Just develop what's In you. It'll

come,
,'U keep on—change,
&f\ foje."
chan,
The be; 'advice 'he"c4n give to
aspir '
riters, be says, Is to
e,\vTlM>-and stay with
"Wi'i:
it."

landing of 2.« or higher

denial Jesse obliges Mary Ann Nelson, Progress News Editor, with an
interview. After signing more than 500 autographs, Jesse
welcomed the
chance for a chat and a cigar.
' "***■«— •-r^
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Campus Calendar
SUNDAY. MARCH 111—
Room 202, SUB.
6:00 pjn. Episcopal Canterbury Club
MONDAY, MARCH v£Speech Festival Festival on Campus
5:0 p.m. Wesley Foundation
Room. 203, S.U3.
7:30 pjn. Cadu'ceus Club
Room 111, Science HaB
TUESDAY, MARCH IB—
Speech Festival on Campus
12-40 p.m. DBF and Westminster- Fellowship
Little Theater
6:00 p-m. Mathematics Club
Cafeteria and Roark 15
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 14 10:10 a-m. Assembly - Henry ClayH. S. Orchestra Brock Auditorium
5:00 p.m. Canterbury ClUb
Cafeteria
6:00 p.m. Kyma Club
Room 2QB, SUB.
6:30 pjn. Biology Club
Room 1W, Science Hall
7:00 p.m. Kappa Delta Pi
Roam 202, SUB.
8:00 pjn. Community - -St. Louis Symphony
Brock Auditorium
THURSDAY, MARCH IB '
18.40 pjn. DSF and Westminster Fellowship
Little Theater
6:00 pjn. D. S. F.
Cafeteria and Uiriv. 103
6:00 p.m. Clay County Quo
Room A, Coates Bldg.
6:00 p.m. Students Council
Little Theater
6:00 p.m. Kappa Kappa S%ma
Pool. Weaver Bldg.
6:00 p.m. Newman Club
Room 101, Univ. Bldg.
6:00 p.m. Y.W.C.A.
Little Theater
6 SO p.m. Photo Club
Boom 120, Science Haul
6SO p.m. Church oT Christ Group
Room A, Coates BWg.
7:00 p.m. Music Educators National Council Choir Room, Foster Bldg-.
7:00 pm. Alpha Alpha Psi of Kappa Pi' Room 111, Cammack Bldg.
7:00 p.m. Young Republicans Club
Room 202, S.U.B.
10:00 pjn. Voice of Eastern
Radio Station

Across Street from Boys Dorms, on Lancaster Ave.

«

The Photo Club met Thursday SNAKECHAKMERS CONVENE
evening. March t. In the Science
Dr. Roger Crafts, chairman of
Building. The topic of the eveuinp the University of Cincinnati's Dewas ''Working in the Darkroorr.' partment of 4hatomy' waa tile
Dr. H. H LaFuze, head of the guest speaker for the Caducetls
Biology department, showed mem- Club Monday evening. Dr. Crafts
bers of the club the techniques of showed slide on a research protect
developing pictures an.1 making which he had done on estrojen;
enlargement? of them.
in addition, he ta,«*e<| about the
This was the last date memi-era pitfalls met by frbshnien medical
Bveryone Invited
could be accepted into' the club students.
Since all students are invited to
The next meeting date will be
The business meeting conair.'.ed
attend the Women's Honors Day
March 15.
of an initial diseuss'.on- of plans
program, all college men and woCANTERBirKY CLUB CALLS
concerning the annual Caduceus
i men, a new feature lias been added
AH atuder.-j' wrshSng to have Club Banquet held at'Bobne Tavern
this year whicn will entice and
their short stories, poems, and and the formal initiation of three
j please both factions. The women's
plays published In the 1962 "Belle c~w members.
i domrltory with the latgest repreLett re" should have them turned CADRE WIVES PRESENT SKIT
sentation al the evening' program
In before or on March 15.
One hundred people were i
will be granted a late permission
Any work may be given to Suz- for the March meeting of the St.
that, evening.' The three Women's
anne Hale, editor of the publica-1 John t Nick) Combs Memorial
JESSE STUART'S AUTOGRAPH PARTY attracted an estimated
House Councils will act as the
tion : Dr. Byno Rhodes, sponsor ; Chapter of the
AUSA hetd Th
7.">0 persons In Walnut Hall, of the Keen Johnson Student t'nlon
sponsors 'of this award. The win|
or Phyllis Fisher, the Canterbury Donovan Auditorium last Tuesday
Building, yesterday afternoon. The session lasted ubout 5 and onening dorm will be announced ft
|
Club
president.
night.
half hours, pictured above admiring Stuart's autograph are Martha
(tie end of the Women's Honors
The next meeting of the CanterA program was presented bv the
Arbuckle, Klrksvllle, and Mike Gardner, Maysville.
Day event
bury Club will be held on March 14 wives of the ROTC Cadre typlify- .
in
Room
16
of
Roaik.
All
members
' The Women's Administrative
ing the life lead by a lieutenant's
who have not fulfilled their obli- wife. The objective was to portray
Council will also award to the male
gations to the club have been no- to prospective cadet wives What
dohnitory with toe ntftat repretified and are asked to attend this could be expected from Army life.
sentation, percentage wise a|' In
meeting and complete the require- Following the skit, a panel contfie above, a free party.' Details
ments. Meeting time is 5 p.m.
for this party w(U be announced
sisting cf several of the v Ives
PI OMEGA PI MEETING
later.
answered questions' asked by the
On
Tuesday,
March
6.
Mr.
Bill
group.
The program will be climaxed
Griggs, ar. agent for the State
Refreshments were served durby a brief congratulatory address
A tired, but contented, Jesse the line extended from Stue.rt's Farm Mutual Insurance Company, ing which time the cadets and
by President Robert R Martin
table
in
Wanut
Hall
to
the
outside
members of Pi their dates rrnt the wives of th*
The title of his address has not Stuart, who delivered an hour and dootu and the genial poet-author spoke to the
a half-long address at an assembOmega Pi on the legal responsi- Cadre. Music was provided by
been announced as yet.
ly program, autographed a col- stayed until he fulfilled hU pro- bilities of a motorist in the slate Jack Bailey, pianist.
Members
lection of his books in the Town- mise. He finished at 7:30 p.m.
of Kentucky.
EPISCOPALIANS OBSERVE
Members of the Women's Admin- send Collection In the Crabbe
Following dinner with President
A committee of Janet Wilson.
istrative Council are: Barbara Ed- Library, was guest of honor at a and Mrs. Martin at the Blantun Judy Wilson, and Dott'.e Matthews
Beginning Thursday, March 15,
wards, senior Collegiate Pentacle five and half-hour-long autog'-aph House, Stuart met with about 45 was appointed to check the grades at 7:00 p.m.
and continuing
president; Peggy Karem, sopho- party in Walnut Hall, and met other students to autograph their of prospective members.
throughout the Lenten season, a
more Cwens president: Barbara with other students to give auto- books and with the editors of the
MATH CLUB PROGRAM
question and answer session conRose, junior Y.W.C.A. president; graphs and Interviews until about Eastern "Progress," for an Inter"Numbers" was the subject of cerning Epicopal doctrine, discipSharon Musen, senior Women's 1 a.m. thts morning, boarded a view. That* meeting, and others, Tuesday night's math club when line, worship will be presented by
Athletic Association
president; 9:51 plane from Blue Grass Field lasted until 1 o'clock this morning. Sari John, a member of the ?lub, Christ Episcopal Church, the ReClydla Case, freshman Sullivan this mornirg to return to his home
Stuart said that tjiis was, by spoke to the group about the verend Scott Peddit officiating \
Dormitory president; Barb ara at W-HoHow, Greemip County, far, the larjj'^l numbe.- of books amzing qualities of numbers and shortened form of Evening Prayer
Sammons, senior Case Hall presi- Kentucky.
he has ever nutogriplied at omo what can be done with them. One will follow the session. Both church
dent; Susie Walker, Junior Burnarn
"Wow, this visit was wonder- place in on-3 day. A personal in- of the topics illustrated was the member;; ard non-oimrcn - memBall president; Janice Fulkerson, eful,"
he exclaimed this morning on scription accompanied each auto- action of the number 123,456.789. bers are invited to attend.
senior Music Council president; his way
Multiply It times two and notice
Moreair.g Praye- is held each
the Lexington Airport graph.
Jeannette Webb, junior Home Ec- with Don to
The number of persoi.s attending thfe digits of the answer. Now Sunday morning at 11:00 ajn.—
Feltner,
Eastern's publionomics president; and Anne cist. "I feel wonderful
the ai'tograph party In' Wanut multiply it times 4, 5, 7, or 8. choir practice at 10:15 a.m. Any...
a
little
Stanley Johnson, senior Kappa tired, but wonderful," he said. Hall was estimated, at about ISP. Odd? Multiply the number 12,345,- one desiring transportation to the
Kappa Sigma president.
"You know, in all my visits to including several faculty memoirs 679 by 3, 6, or 9. Want to learn church should be at the SUB at
countries all over the world and to and townspeople wf.o Brought more. Come to the next meeting!; 10:10 i I. Sunday morning.
FALL-OUT SHELTER SITES
colleges and universities In Amer- copies of his books from their
TO "BE STUDIED HERE
ica, I have never been more peis. ii;,! collection?.
Str.art sail that he Jias visited
Civil Defense Director Bobby pleased. Von folks do as complete
Jenkins announced today that a a Job as anyone I have ever seen," Eastern and was a'guest in the
president's home with tjiree presirepresentative' of Leggett and Ir- he remarked.
dent!}. Dr. Herman Lee Donovan,.
van contractors, Lexington, will Mil Stuart Books Sold
Dr.
W. F. O'Donnell, and Dr. Robbe In Richmond this weekend to
Fred Ballou, manager of the colMain — Across from Penney's
discuss the possibilities of public lege book store, said this morning ert R. Martin.
fall-OIlt shelters
"I've always considered Eastern
that 530 of Stuart's books were
Jenkins said the study of vari- sold, mostly over the last two as my favorite place," he said.
ous buildings and outside dwell- days. "We sold completely out of "It's really growing and you have
ings in Richmond and vicinity Is hardback books yesterday mor- a dynamic president and staff to
pa|t of the nation-wide program ning and the paperbacks, normally direct its growth." Stuart delivered
authorized by President Kennedy. the best-selling type because they his first college talk at Eastern 27
We Have Four Dependable Barbers to Serve You.
After the study is completed, arc less expensive, began to be years ago.
His
address
yesterday
at
the
the contracting firm will make gobbled up. he said. He bought
"ALL TYPE HAIR CUTS"—OUR SPECIALTY
recommendations to Uie local Civif all tile booka of Stuart that were assembly lasted for an hour and
Defense headquarters for then- available in Uerea, mid tried Id a half and he made three encores
get more from the University ol from the overflow and appreciative
irov^l.
audience of about 2.000. Each time,
Ktntucky.
"We could have sold about 200 he talked more.
He has had 36 books published
more, If we had thorn," he said.
Tt've never seen anything like the and three others are due to hit
the
book stores soon. "Hold April,"
demand."
poem* since
SOUTH THIRD STREET
Stuart was to have autographed his first boon of
students' books at the autograph "Kentucky Is My Land," Is
patty in Walnut Hall ot the Keen scheduled to come off the presses
Johnson Student Union Building In May. It will be available in the
from 2 until 5 p.m. At 5, however, college book store.

RAY'S BARBER SHOP

Welcomes All Students & Faculty

Phone 623-4828

WAYMAN'S

LANTER

DEPARTMENT

218 >V. IRVINE STREET

STORES

JUST AROUND THE CORNER FROM THE

Richmond and Berea

COURTHOUSE.
Experts in Carburetor and Ignition Work.

"THE BARGAIN CITY"

623-4434
.
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Vitamin Headquarters
SUPER

PLENAMINS
Americas Largest Selling
Vitamin Mineral Product
A squard
Rougnfceams

$ 59up
2

the linefctween panels
ot contrasts colors. As s<

FOR ALL YOUR HEALTH MEEDS

in MADEMOKLLE «nd SEVENTEEN

SEE

HINKLE VJ^m DRUGS
*e «<*"

Royal Typewriters
for Sale-Rent-Repair.
School Supplies

Humor In The Classroom
Awaits Student Teachers

FOR SERVICE CALLS

"Service to
o

■***"W'H**m

Richmond Office Equipment

College Service Station

Ph. CBS-S218

Clubs

V" Ideal coed ul every rlassl.,. inn will be named also. "The
f»W<nt» of earn of the ten wo"'"'," 0*»Oi*»tlous """> Jr***"*
incoming officer* of their re
ctlve clubs. These presidents
111 also name their most valuable
i members for the closing academic
(yeah
All women recipients of scholarS'lps. fellowships, assistantshlps,
a' departmental awards will be
recognized Girls whose 'rooms
have been chosen as the most attractive for the year will be frranted""H0 award by the House Coun-

Stuart Calls Campus
Visit 'Wonderful'

See Us For Your Automotive Needs!

DIAL

Casing TJie

(R*M-W* «WH *RW flR">

Beige, Brown, Black and
MuhicoJors
9.95

PAUL JETT'S STORE

Stohnff ■*

.

214 W. MAIN STREET

By BRENDA OWENS
Guest Writer
Children provide a wealth of humor. Ask any student teacher.
Chances are. she will chuckle and
begin her story. "Yes, yesterday,
one little boy told me ... " And
soon you will be chuckling, too.
SM will probably relate many Incidents as did the student teacher
interviewed.
One of these interviews uncovered the story of a fifth-grade boy
and a twist contest. The class was
having a Valentine party and- each
student had drawn a name to determine his partner In the contest.
As the dance proceeded, the lad
wjio had to dance with his grayhaired teacher commented to the
student teaetier, 'T could do a lot
better if I had a partner my own
age.*'
In another incident, a first-grader askt-d who would teach the class
In case the teacher got sick. The
teacher replied that the student
teacher would. Naturally, the Inquisitive youngster wanted to
know what would happen If they,
also, were not able to teach. The
teacher explained the substitute
system. One little boy blurted
forth, "I Wish my mama could
substitute, but she can't read."
And then there was the time the I
student teacher forgot to prepare |
her recitation. When called upon
to give a book report, she stumbled !
through a few sentence? of the
book. At the conclusion of her '
brtSf and uninformatlve talk, a I
face on the front row looked up j
at her and drawled, "Ya didn't
have much to say, did ya?"
One class has the practice of |
getting the autographs and ad-.
dresses of all their student teach-,
era. One ten-year-old lad went a
step further. He asked his student j
teacher for her measurements.
Another lad with his mind on
measurements commented, "Wow,
what a shape." Incidentally, he
was trying to talk his way out of
homework. When the student
teacher tried to get stern with:
hint, he retorted, "Gee, you're,
pretty even when you're mad." I
After the array of compliments, he
guessed the 21-year-old's age to |
be 40.
Some youngsters seem very con- j
cerned about' their practice teacher's martial status. They often cajole her out of her Ice cream and I
cookies with the words, "You'd
better not eat too much or you'll
get fat and have to be an old-maid
school teacher."
The aMh-graden als» take no-

PHONE 623-4365

tice of tin- boyfriends. After seeing
his student teacher get a tender
pat on the back from her favorite
male companion, one lad rushed
up and said with every appearance
of earnestness, "Is your back all
right now?"
Incidents like these make student teaching an adventure in humor. It is true that practice teachers have their complaints—the toll
of classroom discipline, the drudgery of lesson planning, the monotony of grading papers -but all
these are small payment for the
reward of seeing the everyday
through the eyes of a child.

I

SPECIAL!
BREAKFAST
2 Strips Bacon, I Egg,
EVERY
DAY
Toast, Jelly, Coffee

39c
SWEET

EVERY
WED. — FRI. — SAT.
!/2 -Lb. Hamburger Steak
with French Fires 4 Slaw

79c
SHOP

SIC FLICS

"I say, is there a tobacco field
somewhere near here?"
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Smith Paces 68 - 66
Win Over Morehead

Doug's Sports Bsat

SPORTS

with DOUG WH1TLOCK
Progress Sports Editor

MOREHEAD RADIO MAN EATING OWN WORDS.
During the football season this comer was Informed by a Morehead radio sportscaster that the only hope the Maroons wouloVhave
beating the Eagles either time this season would be Is Granny
William* was to be hurt in a car accident, along with Ed Noe.
Realizing that he said this just following the 13-0 win of our
gridders over one of the more disappointing Morehead teams in recent
years may have influenced his statement, we won't hold him too
seriously by It.
Not only did we beat the Eagles here, but surged from behind on
their own floor to take their measure Monday night.
We Just hope that this commentator has learned a lesson that
we can all profit from. Don't ever let yourself believe that you can't
be beaten.
HERMAN SMITH-COOL, CALM, AND PROMISING
After the Eastern, Morehead basketball game everyone in the
entire gymnasium, and perhaps a large part of the listening audience,
was talking about the way Herman Smith held his head when the
going got rough to play a big part in the win.
Even though scoring 17 points in one half is quite an accomplishment, his last five points represent a good virtue in a ball player—
that of being able to stand pressure.
Don't let anyone tell you the pressure wasn't on him either.
He went to the line three times in the last few minutes and mU3ed
onlv one foul shot of six.
" If his performance is any indication of what to expect of him In
the next few years, he should develop into one of the finest guards
in the loop.
THIS TIME THE SMITH WAS ON OUR SIDE
During the loss to We3tein in Bowling Green. Hi 11 topper-center
Harry Todd, fouled out and was replaced by Doug Smith. Smith
went to the foul line for six straight foul shots to ice the game for
Western.
In our game wUth Moreehend our Smith came In for Rupert Stephens, and did almost exactly the same thing. Maybe coaches should
start looking for boys named Smith.
PARKS, GARDNER, AND BRANDENBURG WILL BE SORELY
MISSED
Evan If three boys step in to fill their shoes to perfection, Larry
Parks, Ray Gardner, and Carter Brandenburg will be mtwftd next
year.
Parks for his brilliant, near impossible plays, and the colorful,
great way he plays the game. And he will also be remembered for
TAKE ONE GIANT STEP — Russ Mueller, Junior Maroon pivot and being one of the best shots from the field to play at Eastern and one
of the poorest foul shots, except when we needed them.
number six man on the squad, gets the vital first step on East TennGardner never did anything flashy, but he very seldom did anyessee's soph center, Mai Roberts, during the 96-74 win over East Tennessee Saturday night. The two Si's In the background are Tennessee s thing wrong. A demon on defense, and a better offensive man than he
showed this season, Gardner and his bark will be remembered around
Gary Robinette, left, and Eastern's Jim Werk
Stateland for quite a while.
Last, but least in size only te Brandenburg or "Brandy." The
little Richmond fireball perhaps added more to the team this year in
the way of a morale booster and pepper-upper. Fundamentally one of
the best ball players on the team his size prevented hlmi from becoming ai real scoring threat, but he wasn't lacking on defense until the
difference in height was outrageous.

Cagers Roll, 95-74;
Beat East Tennessee

ONE OF HIS LAST—Larry Parks, senior Maroon guard, leaps high to
get off one of his shots as an Eastern player. Ed Noe, Morehead center,
Is shown with arm stretched out in an attempt to block the shot hi the
68-66 Eastern win last Monday night. Looking on are Ray Gardner, 25,
and Morehead's Norm Pokely.
' *

Baseball Schedule
For 1962 Announced

the visitors 12-0 to pull to their
By DOUG WHTTLOCK
Coach "Turkey" Hughes has anThe Eastern Maroons played longest first half lead at 42-30
with 1:40 showing on the clock.
their last home game of the 1961nounced a 18-game baseball schedIn the second half the Bucs
'62 season, and what was possibly couldn't get a rally started, but
ule that includes tour doubleheadthe last game they will ever play the Maroons couldn't manage to
ers against Ohio Valley Conference
in small Weaver Gym, with a 95- stretch their lead over 10 points
foes, one non-counting loop game,
74 win over the young East Ten- until 7:57 remained and the score
and seven non-conference encounnessee Bucaneers Saturday night.
ters.
71-61.
President Robert R. Martin anThen the Maroons began to
The season opener is set for
nounced at halftlme that it ifl lengthen their margin by leaps
April 11, at Cincinnati, where the
hoped the new 2.5 million dollar and bounds and within two minMaroons will meet the University
Alumni Coliseum will be com- utes they had Increased the lead
«f Cincinnati Bearcats. The home
pleted for the '62-'63 season. Upon to 19 at 83-63. From these Eastopener is scheduled for April 12,
completion the new plant will seat ern had easy sailing up until the
with Centre College.
6,500, with plans for adding 3,500 horn.
The Maroons will play home
more seats in the future.
Even though the locals had five
hvln-billH against Morehead and
The win gave the Maroons a men In double figures—Gardner,
mm Tennessee, the other east10-6 overall work chart and a 6-5 Parks, Jim Wterk, Ron Pickett, and
■■ division OVC clubs. The
record within the Ohio Valley Rupert Stephens — East Tenneswestern division is composed of
see's sophomore center, Mai RobConference.
Western Kentucky, Murray, MidThree seniors played their last erts, took game scoring honors
dle- Tennessee, and Tennessee
home game for the Maroons and with 24 markers. Other Bucs to
Te#h. Winners of each division
tally
over
10
were
'Wee
Willie"
two of them wound it up in a blaze
will play in a playoff to determine
of glory. Ray Gardner, Mt. Eden, Malone with 19 and Houston Fra- IT WAS TOUCH AND GO yesterday as the Eastern Eels trounced the the conference champion on May
Kentucky, and Larry Parks, Arl- iler with 15. It is Interesting to Morehead swimmers 74-21. Shown In the water In this relay event Is 17 and 18.
ington, Indiana, scored 18 and 22 note that these three all are sophs Dick Sullivan and poised for the plunge is Bob Eatmon.
Non-conference foes,
besides
points respectively. Gardner also along with starting forward Gary
Cincinnati and Centre, on the Mahad his finest night of the year Robinette, who had six. The other
roans* card include Kentucky, Witon the boards, as the 6-3 forward starter was Jim Riddick, a junior,
tenberg, Toledo, and Berea. The
finished the action with 13 snags.! with eight.
Parks was also in on a lot of the
Summary:
rebounding action, bringing down Eastern (95)
FG IT PF TP
3-5
2
19
10 working from a guard spot.
Werk
18
6
8-8
Carter Brandenburg, Richmond Gardner
2
2-4
0
senior, started for the first time Mueller
0
0-0
this season, but had tough luck Brandenburg .... 0
22
6 10-13
and failed to score on four at- Parks
14
0-0
Pickett
7
tempts from the field.
12
0-1
6
East Tennessee's young Bucs, Stephens
0-0
a Coach Don Daly today announ- position at Southern Methodist Uni3
starting four sophomores and one Smith
0-1
2 ced an 11-meet track schedule that versity. He had been on the UniMorris
1
Junior, gave the Maroons all they
95 includes one triangular and ten versity of Arkansas coaching staff
Totals
37 21-32 18
could handle in the first 15 min- East Tenn. (74) FG FT PF TP dual meets. The opener, a trian- since last fall, while working toutes of the opening half. The two
in gular meet between Cumberland, ward a doctorate there.
Malone
7
6-7
squads battled to eight tie scores Fra^[„
■}
Daly shares the record for the
15 Plkeville and Eastern, is set (or
1-3
and the lead exchanged hands nine
21 March 24 at Richmond.
100-yard dash at Eastern, with a
8-10
8
times before, with the score tied Roberts
0-0
6
3
Other home meets are carded 9.8 time set In 1954. He was an
SO all, the hometowners could pull Robinette
o-i
8 with Union, Morehead, Vander- all-conference halfback ..for .the
Rlddlck
4
away.
2
2-2
Range
0
bilt, and.Western. The Ohio Valley Maroons' OVC champions In 1954
Technical Called
0 Conference meet Is also scheduled and was captain of the all-OVC
0-0
Coulter
0
It was then that a technical was Ervin
0-0
0
0 to be held on Eastern's new nine- team that year.
called on East Tennessee mentor. Taylor
o lane track on May 18.
0
0-1
SCHEDULE
Madison Brooks, which was termed Scheuerman
0-0
0
Others on the schedule to be met March 24 Cumberland, Plkeville,
by several spectators as the turn- Harrel
0-0
Si
0
in a Triangular Meet
H
on the road include Georgetown,
ing point of the ball game.
74 Kentucky State, Centre, Tennessee April 11 Union
Totals
29 16-24 20
H
Half time: 44-36, Eastern.
Gardner was elected to shoot
April
13
Georgetown
A
Tech, Morehead, and Berea.
Officials: Stout and Snead.
the foul shot and the Maroons
H
April
17
Morehead
I ji-st year, the Maroons ended an
Attendance: 2,400.
retained possession, and outscored
A
undefeated season with a perfect April 24 Kentucky State
A
13-0 record. They finished fifth in April 28 Centre
A
April 30 Tennessee Tech
the OVC meet.
A
May
3
Morehead
This is Daly's Initial year at the
H
May
5
Vanderbilt
helm of the thinclads. The footH
ball
backfleld
coach
replaced May 10 Western
A
Glenn Gossett, who resigned to ac- May 12 Berea
cept the head defensive coaching May 18 OVC Meet Richmond, Ky.

Thinlies' Schedule
Features 11 Meets

Six More Gridders
Sign Grant-ln-Aids

Coach Glenn Presnell announced
today the signing of six more outstanding high school football players to grant-in-ald at Eastern.
Three are Kentuckians while" two
others are from Ohio, and one
from Florida.
v.
Kentuckians are W. A. Galncs,
8-1, 106 pound guard from Ellzabethtown. Bob Bradley, a 5-11. 185
pound fullback from Ashland, and
Joe Troutman. 6-2, 210 tackle from
Louisville Valley High School. All
three received all-state recognition
as schoolboy gridders.
Leon Conover, a rugged 6-3, 250
pound tackle from Cincinnati, also
inked a grid grant this week. A
product of Deer Park High School,
he was named the outstanding
lineman In Cincinnati and made
the first team all-city squad. He
also was selected to play In the
Ohio North- South all-star game.
The other Ohloan was rsill Dunfee, 6-2. 200 pound all-state center
from Banjsville. Ohio. Seeking the
services of this agile athlete were
Ohio State, Northwestern, Purdue,
among others.
, The sixth to sign was Pete Still,
a 8-11, 196 pound fullback from
Florida Military Academy. An allMid-Florida selection, he is also
an outstanding sprinter and broad
a«r. He was coached by excra gridder, Bill Bradford.
TOls makes a total of eleven who
«8* Inked Eastern football grants,
tt week, Coach Presnell an-

nounced the signing of five Kentuckians: Billy Hoffman, quarterback from Boone County; ThomaB
Seals, tackle from Valley: "Skipper" Martin, halfback from Fein
Creek: Mike Smith, halfback from
Glasgow; and earlier, Freddie Halloo, of Richmond Madison, signed
a grid grant.

Eastern Tops
UK Rifle Team
For the second time this season
Eastern's ROTC rifle team defeated Kentucky. Out of a possible
1500, Eastern won 1378 to UK's
1345. Our record now for shoulder
matches stands at 9 wins-3 losses.
Top men for Coach Brickey last
Saturday were as follows:
BUI Loveall

281

James Highland

279

James Racke

277

Bobby Cornett

274

Bill Spratt

267

Eastern still looks forward to
the results of the 2nd Army Postal Match.
The team will travel to Murray
tomorrow. Coach Brickey plans to
take a tan man squad.

Maroons will host Western In a
non-counting loop game on May
4.
A 50-man squad, including several new tryouts, have been working out indoors for two weeks for
the spring campaign.
SCHEDULE
April 11 Cincinnati
A
April 12 Centre
H
April 17 University of Kentucky A
April 18 Wittenberg
H
April 21 Morehead
A
April 24 University of Toledo H
April 27 East Tennessee
A
April 30 Centre
A
May 3 East Tennessee
H
May 4 Western
H
May 11 Morehead
H
May 15
HR
May 15 Berea
H
May 17 and 18 Conference Play Off
All home games start at S p.m.,
except on May 3 and May 11 when
the starting time Is 1:50.

A determined Eastern Kentucky,
■parked by Herman Smith, surged
from behind in the second half to
defeat the Morehead Eagles Monday night, 68-66, In Morehead. The
game wrapped up the season for
both clubs.
Smith pumped In 17 points in
the second half and all during the
drive that put Eastern in the
driver's seat. The sophomore guard
from Maysville kept a cool head in
the last few minutes of the game
and went to the line to sink five
of six foul shots to Ice the contest.
His performance drew nothing but
praise, and overshadowed the 28
point performance of Morehead's
Granny Williams.
The win Insured Eastern of a
three-way tie for the second spot
In the conference along with Morebead and Tennessee Tech. Each
team has an identical 6-5 record
within the O. V. C. It also made
the Maroons' final record for the
season 11-7 and marked the fifth
win under Coach Jim Baechtoid
as opposed to three defeats.
Williams Top Scorer
Williams paced all scorers with
his 28 points and was followed by
Smith and Jim Werk of Eastern
with 17 and 18, respectively. Other
players reaching double figures
were Ron Pickett, Eastern center,
with 10, Ed Noe with 12 and Roy
Ware with 15, both of Morehead.
The game was held up because
one of. the officials, Wedge, had
trouble getting to the game due
to the slick roads. A substitute
whistle-blower was rounded up, a
Mr. Allen, and joined Stout, one
of the regular 0'fflcials, for the
first half. Wedge was there for
the second half and created the
unusual condition of having three
officials calling in one ball game.
Out-rebounding the Eagles 15-1
for the first four minutes of the
ball game, the Maroons were able
to manage a 6-3 lead before the
taller hosts could recover and tie
the score at eight all.
Werk made the three point trip,
with assistance from Norm Pokely's foul, to push the Maroons
back on top 11-8, but Williams
came blazing back with foul shots
and a field goal to put Morehead
ahead for the remainder of the
first half, 12-11.
In the rest of the opening canto
the Eagles would pull away to six
points and manage to stay there
for a while before the visiting
Maroons would pull back within
easy striking distance. They took
their longest lead of the half at
28-20, and managed to hang on
to five points of their edge for a
31-26 halftlme advantage.
The Eagles came out hot and
rebounding In the second half and
it looked like the beginning of the
end for Eastern. With Noe and
Ware leading the attack they
pulled to a 13 point lead, their
longest, at 41-28. with 17:25 remaining.
Eastern then began to play on
even terms with Morehead, but
still trailed by eight with only
8:49 left at 54-46, and the stage
was set for the Smith-filled climax.
Smith contributed eight quick
points with Larry Parks and Ray
Gardner both finding the mark
also to tie the game up at 58-58

with 4:51 remaining. The young
guard then connected from the
foul line to put the Maroons ahead
for the first time since early in
the first half.
Morehead went back on top on
gratis tosses by Williams and
pulled ahead by three at 62-59, but
Russ MueUer and Werk came
through with crucial baskets to
put Eastern on top for good.
Smith Hits From Line
Smith then went to the line
three straight times good for five
points to give the M8™0"* a W"8*
lead with only 13 seconds showing
on the clock. Williams was fouled
by Rupert Stephens with seven
seconds and the senior, O. V. C..
scoring leader, pumped in two to
provide the final score.
In the last five seconds of action
Stephens was fouled Intentionally
by Bert Greens and missed both
shots and a last second shot by
Williams that hit the top of the
backboard gave Eastern rooters
anxious seconds before it missed.
An elated Baechtoid could say
no more than, "It was a great
team victory, a good one for Parks.
Gardner, and Brandenburg to close
out with, and showed what pure
determination can do."
EASTERN KY.
F P T
Werk
7 4-6
2 18
Pickett
. 4 2-8 4 10
4
Parks
1 2-5 5
Stephens
3 1-8 8 6
Mueller
8 04 4
6
Morris
0 0-0 0 0
5 7-8
1 17
Smith
Totals
28 18-36 28 OS

a

MOREHEAD
Pokley
Ellis
Noe Williams
Ware
Thompson
Hamilton
Hoover
Green
Gibson
Totals
Eastern Kentucky
Morehead

O
1
1
8
10
8
0
0
0
0
0
21

F P T
5-9 8 3
0-16
2
8-7 1 12
8-10 S 28
5-7
5 16
0-0
10
0-0 2
0
M 0 0
0-0 1
0
0-0 0
0
M-M 28 88
86 42—88
81 86-88

Swimmers Win
O.V.C. Title 71-24
The Eastern Eels continued their
four year domination
over the
Morehead swimming team and regained the OVC swimming crown
Wednesday night by ''drowning"
the wet Eagles, 71-24, In our pool.
The Eastern Tankers monopolized first place honors as they garnered 10 of the 11 events.
Big men for Eastern were John
Vetter with 1Z points, Boa Rogowskl sad 81m Mitchell with 11 each.
Danny Morris won the diving
competition, with Mitchell placing
third. Richardson of Morehead
placed second in the event.
Eastern Swimming Scoriae
Vetter
13
81
11
80
Rogowskl
87
Mitchell
11
41
Blackburn
8
Osbome
7
48
5
88
Morris
1
Rehfuss
13
Sullivan
5
Moores
1
5
88 .
Eastmon
7
44
Goes

1

■

Presnell's Golfers
Schedule 12 Matches
Coach Glenn Presnell has announced a twelve-match golf card
for his Eastern Maroons with the
opener set for March 30 with the
University of Cincinnati at the
Madison Country Club greens.
Other home matches are with
Centre, a triangular match with
Transylvania and Georgetown, Wittenberg, Toledo, Tennessee Tech,
and Morehead. The Ohio Valley
Conference matches will also be
played on the Maroons' home
course.
Opponents to be met on the road
include Morehead, East Tennessee,
a triangular match with Transylvania and Georgetown at Lexington's Spring Valley, Centre, and
University of Cincinnati.
At the present time all the positions on the golf team are not
taken. Anyone that can play golf
is requested to contact either
Coach Presnell or Paul Motley.
SCHEDULE
March 30 Univ. of Cincinnati
H
April 12 Centre
H
April 14 Transy and Georgetown H
April 18 Wittenberg
H
April 20 Morehead
A
April 25 Toledo
H
April 30 East Tennessee
-A

May
May
May
May
May
May

4 Termcssee Tech
9 Transy and Georgetown
11 Centre
12 .Morehead
15 Univ. of Cincinnati
19, 20, and 21 OVC Meet

H
A
A
H
A
H

Parks Chosen
Candidate For
WHAS Award
Larry Parks has been selected by
a committee appointed by President Martin to be Eastern's candidate for the annual WHAS sponsored "Outstanding Senior Basketball Player of the Year."
The nominees from Kentucky
and southern Indiana will include
the outstanding senior from each
college team In these areas.
Eastern's candidate last year,
Carl Cole, was selected as the winner of the coveted award.
Parks was one of the leaders on
This season's Maroon cage squad,
co-captain, and an officer In the
organization that controls the basketball house, Stateland Hall.

"Tareyton's Dual Filter in duas partes divisa est!"
Slugging Junius (Pretty Boy) Cassias takes off the brass
knucks to enjoy his favorite smoke.

Says Pretty Boy, "Ecce Tareyton, one filter cigarette that
really delivers de gustibus. Try Tareytons. Next time you
buy dgarettee, take a couple of packs vobiscum."

ru«f WHitt
OUTf.lt RITE*

DUAL FILTER

Tareyton
JteaW«/ JET./!..*.. X/.m &ywy-~&m»umtmUMi urn,'O* r. jfc
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When you get hungry, think of

LUIGI'S RESTAURANT

.

STARTS

MlYDISON

FRIDAY!

1-lviwrLiiiBn

ROCK HUDSON »DoRis DAY

*

K.I.S.C. Meet
Begins Today

(Continued from Page One)

.

THOMM "PILLOW TALK"
PL AY HATES AUK
«■

TbNrRANDALL

AT IT AO AIM I

wacd for four seasons for Coach
McBrayer'a teams, since Eastern
was not limited by the NCAA to
1
three years of varsity competition
at the time. He made the AilI OVC team his last three seasons.
I He ranks as the second leading
! scorer of all time, second only to
I Jack Adams. In four years, he
scored a total of 1,137 points, for
a 12.9 average.
Jim married his college sweetheart, Shirley Spires, in September, 1954. At Eastern. Shirley
was queen of the Military Ball,
an attendant to Miss Eastern, and
she reigned with Jim. as queen of
the 1951 Junior Prom. Jim was
I king. Shirley is a part-time Engi lish teacher: and has taught at
[Madison Hie-h in Richmond and
; one semester at Eastern. She
| has sun? professionally in Cincinnati. Dayton, and New York.
They have no children.

State collegiate swimming comes
to a close this weekend with the

Player Of
The Week

| Kentucky Intercollegiate Swim
SPONSORED BT
I ming and Diving Championships
siated for the University of KenBOB FRANCIS
. lucky's Memorial Coliseum pool
I Friday and Saturday.
MEN'S APPAREL
Defending champion Union, host
Kentucky. Louisville. Eastern and
possibly Morehead will compose
the field for the fourth annual
2
"swimoff" of the KISC. Kentucky,
1
Eastern and Union have reigned
victorious in the first three meets.
Union and Kentucky are favored to
battle it out for the crown this
.year.
Although Kentucky posted only
a 3-7 dual-meet mark, all three of
the wins came against state foes.
The steady improvement of the
Catfish has seen them break three
school records this season. The
400-yard relay team established a
new record time of 4:26.3 against
Eastern and the Southeastern Conference meet saw Tom Urunwald
(Continued from Page One)
post a record 1:03.5 in the 100conducting against some 1,000 comyard butteifly and the 400-yard
petitors. Mr. Van Remoortel con- MKMOKIAI. HALL COMING DOWN—Old Memorial, a ui.-n\ dormitory that has housed both Dr. Robert medley relay team log a record
tinued his studies under the guid- K. Martin, president of Eastern, aad Earle B. CODIDH. vk-e chairman of the college board of regent*, for WB.S
whom a new dormitory la to be named. Is being rased to make way for the new Karle Combs Hall. Workmen
ance of Josef iO-ips.
Louisville's Cardinals, runnersEdward Murphy Is the assistant began dismantling Hie building this week. < .instruct! >n on the uew alr-condltloned men's dorm will begin up to Union last year, are led by
conductor Irom Rochester, New Immediately after the old hall Is down.
the eldest of the famous Abbott
York. He fat a graduate of the Eastbrothers, John. The older brother
HERMAN SMITH
man, School of Music.
of the state high school recordThe concertmaster Is Melvin
holder in two events. Dick. John
Player of the Week for the last
Ritter of Cleveland! He graduated
swims the butterfly and individual week of the basketball season
from the Peabody Conservatory. In
medley for the Cards. Brother couldn't go to a more deserving
Baltimore.
Memorial Hall, oldest dormitory board of regents and former New ing will remain the property of Dick is a member of the Louisville athlete. Selected for his stellar
Leslie Parnas is the principal
York Yankee baseball great, will the college for use in future build- Waggener team.
pressure in the Mavioloncellist of the Orchestra. In on the Eastern Kentucky State be
Eastern's crew, down somewhat play under
constructed on the site of the ings and for maintenance pur68-6(1 win over Morehead Is
1957 he won the Pablo Casals In- College campus mat has housed old buildtng.
from Us tltle-u Inning plane of two roons'
poses.
Herman
Smith,
sophomore guard
ternational Competition. The cello thousands of students since 1921,
The dormitory has Deen a fire years ago, Is led by barkstroker, from Maysvllle.
In charge of the razing is the
on which he plays is a "20,000 Ros- UnWudlng Dr. Robert R. Martin,
Bob does.
hazard
for
several
years,
as
well
ette Goffriller.v made by Matteo president of the college, and Earle Layman Wrecking Company of as an eye-sore, Dr. Martin said.
Smith, in a substitute role, scored
Algie Reece. meet director and
Goffriller in Venice more than 280 B. Combs, Jar w.iom a new dormi- Lexington. They expect to begin He cited instances of small fires UK swim coach, has announced 17 second half points In the inspiryears ago.
tory is to be named, is being razed dismantling the walls of the buildout in the building dur- starting times for the KISC will be ed win. Hitting on 5 of 6 foul shots
The Orchestra personnel must this week to make room for a ing Monday. Part of this week breaking
4:30 p.m. Friday and 9:30 a.m. in the last minutes he kept Easting
the
past
two years.
was
spent
in
salvaging
doors
and
travel on three charted busses. modern four-story air-conditioned
cm hopes alive and insured Oie
and 3:00 p.m. Saturday.
Annex To Original Hall
windows and other interior equipMost of the musicians' instru- dormitory for men.
Finals of the 1.500-meter swim victory.
The dormitory was an annex to
ment.
ments, trunks, music stands and
Earle Combs Hall, named for
Smith showed a virtue lacking in
the original Memorial Hall, which will be held Friday afternoon with
scores are conveyed In a large the vice chairman of the college
All of the materials in the build- was demolished and replaced by preliminary heats in other events many youg players, that of being
van which proceeds the men to
set
for
Saturday
morning
and
the
able
to keep a cool head when the
three dormitories. Beckham, Mileach hall on the tour Itinerary.
going gets tough and for mat he
ler and McCreary Halls, in 1938. finals that afternoon.
The New York Herald Tribune
All sessions are open to the pub- is Eastern Kentucky's last Player
The annex was built in 1921 at a
has said of a performance of the
lic without charge.
of Bhe Week.
—Advertisement
cost of $58,872.
St. Louis Symphony Orchestra,
Old Memorial Hall was one of
"Expert and original".
three facilities donated by WalThis is the Orchestra's 82nd year
ters Collegiate Institute, succes- Two Eastern Players On
or performances.
sor of Ontral University, and Tech All-Opponent Team
predecessor of Eastern State Normal School. The others were the
Two members of the Eastern
1
University Building, which was Kentucky basketball squad, thai
T
completely renovated last summer ended in a three-way tie for second
&
V':
and converted Into a college class- place in the Ohio Valley Conroom building, an an old wooden ference, have been selected to the
Jerry Simpson, president of the
gymnasium, which burned in 1922. all-opponent team of Tennessee Harlan County Club has announced ft
Memorial (the annex) was used
that the club will cease to exist
A third Eastern player re- unless
solely to house men students with Tech.
members start to show a
honorable menticp on the more active
the exception of last year, when ceived
interest in the orall-opponent
equad
of
ihe
Golden
the critical housing shortage ne- Eagles, which finished, along with ganization than they have in the
cessitated the moving of women to Eastern and Morehead, in the tie past.
that building. The college rented
Only three people have attended
a downtown hotel that provided for second place. .
Junior forward, Jinv Werk, was the last two meetings of the club
accommodations for about 100 among
the top five players listed. out of Its total membership of apmale students.
proximately 50 people. Two people
The Hargett Construction Com- Others were Bobby Rascoe, West- attended the last meeting and only
ern,
Granvllle
Williams,
Morehead,
pany, Lexington, will begin conthe president attended the first
struction on the new residence Jim Jennings, Murray, and Willie one.
I HiaH namiilsiilj' after- the >W #aione. East Tennessee. ,
The club Is scneauled to meat
Senior guard, Larry Parks, was
dor/nltory Is rased. They received
the contract last week with a low named to the second five, along next week on Monday at 6-p.m. in
bid of $892,335. When work begins with Harry Todd, Western, Ed Roark 16. If the attendance Is not
construction will be in progress on Noe, Morehead, Roger Strickland. better than that of previous meetfour Eastern dormitories simul- Jacksonville, and Dalton Epting, ings, then the club will be terminated.
Stetson.
taneously.
When Combs Hall Is completed,
a total of eight men's dormitories
will be available on the west side
of the campus, five of which have
been- completed since 1954. This
-i
does not include Stateland Hall,
I which houses the college basketball team, nor does it include housWITH A NEW
ing accommodations for football
players underneath the stadium.
On the drawing board Is another
Realistic Prescription
men's dormitory, as well as an additional women's dorm.
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Men's Checks & Plaids

4.99

The Latest in Ivy League .... 3.99

PASQUALE'S PIZZA
228 E. Second Street
Closest Restaurant to Campus.

Is Now Serving
PLATE LUNCHES
Enjoy them with ihe rest!
Winning Menu Number for a free meal ticket:

r^^-^rv..
Eel sjive
» New
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for

clothes
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Down With The Old, Up With The New

Harlan County
Club To Be
Terminated?

Gene Shop

i

Now Showing

Country Set
Sportswear

for your Florida
Vacation.

Bathing Suits

Dress Up For Spring!

by Alex of Miami
and Sea Nymph.

Use our convenient Layaway or
Charge Account.

BURD'S
DRUG STORE

Permanent Wave and
Hair Style

Welcome ESC Students

Gene Shop

INHPECtS OLD ROOM—President Robert R. Martin inspects his
old dormitory room in Memorial Hall that he occupied while a
student at Eastern Kentucky 5'tate College in the early thirties. The
oldest dorm on campus is being* razed to make room for Earle
Combs H.all. four-story air-conditioned, dormitory for men students.
Dr. Martin was graduated from Eastern In 1934.

N. 2nd Street.

VOGUE

Fountain - Luncheonette
Prescriptions
FREE DELIVERY
7 A.M. to 8 P.M.
DIAL 623-4244

PHONE 623-5770

Next Door to Sweet Shop

Bob Fwnacis' KppARe

HALF'N HALF HUES!.
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• MEWQUkXt/fDEStON
' ViKC SHARP ■

SUMHESS TEMPERED STEEL
• USMWASHER. SAFE HAMDLE
MATCHIN*
HANDBAG

Good Mondays & Wednesday

TUESDAY SPECIAL
STILL CONTINUES
hid* elaetle 'neath the hlgh-rl.. vamp and only your psmpared
foot knows that !«'• th.r.l Smooth with crush trim In eoff.. cream with pl.-cru.t or vloo
veroa or pastal muMaeler... er a one-ooior eat-up kt cucumber, sole er c**eak attretebee *•
budget, tool

Only C98

COLONEL DRIVE IN
_
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Our Flag: From 1765 To 1962
By JIM FAKRIS
Military Editor
Moat of us have an impression,
Bating from childhood, that our
Country's flag: was born when
George Washington paid a visit to
Betsy Ross and asked her to make
at flag for the lusty infant nation.
I It Just isn't true-the history of
•our Revoluntionary flag began
years earlier! In 1766. the Stamp
Act Congress met in New York
pity. It consisted of the original
• colonies. The members of this
Congress became known as the
Sons of Liberty and their flag consisted of nine horizontal red and
white stripes, which later increased to thfrteen and were called in
England the "Rebellious Stripes."
General Washington at the head
Of his troops in Virginia and Commodore Esek Hopkins, of Rhode
Island, used this flag as our Continental Colours in 1775.

On January 4, 1776, Commodore
Hopkins set sail from Philadelphia.
In command of his flagship, the
"Alfred," along with the "Columbus" and two brigs. Our "Rebellious Stripes" flew from the
topmast as our first navy jiu-k,
while at the stem appeared a new
ensign, our Great Union Flag.
The Great Union Flag was our
"Rebellious Stripes" with England's Union Jack in the upper
left-hand corner. The reason for
England's Union Jack appearing
in our flag at this time was because the conservative element in
the thirteen United Colonies hoped
that we might gain our political
rights within the British Empire
and not break with the mother
country. When the Declaration of
Independence was signed, however, the usefulness of our Great
Union Flag ceased, leaving the
American Navy without an ensign.
A rebel flag which was to have

Say it with flowers from

KELLY'S FLORIST
Call 623-4998

E. Main St.

tSCWlUl,
& DRIVE IN
RBSTAURA -NTT

W. Main St.
RICHMOND
ii th« Famous

rat Boy'

Listen to:
Denny's Den
DAILY 3:30 P.M.

WLAP
LEXINGTON

considerable bearing: on the design of our future naval standard
appeared in 1774. On it sparkled a
star, symbolic of the nation to
come.
Two years later in 1776, stars,
symbol of our union, appeared on
a Massachusetts copper penny:
(thirteen six-pointed stars surrounded by an eagle.)
This design was the answer when
a new symbol of union was sought
to replace England's Union Jack
in the Great Union Flag.
The circle of 13 stars was Immediately approved by the Marine
Committee of Congress, headed
by John Adams.
Betsy Ross proposed that the
stars be kept in.a circle, and be
of five points instead of six. as
in the Massachusetts penny. Her
suggestions were chosen. The records of the Pennsylvania State
Navy Board for May 29th, 1777.
show a payment "to Elizabeth
Ross for making ship's colours."
The "Betsy Rons" flag of thirteen stars remained our ensign
until 179S when the flag was changed to IS stars and 15 stripes,
marking the admission Into the
Union of Vermont In 1791, and Kentucky in 1792. This was the flag
that valiantly flew through the
night over besieged Fort McHenry and Inspired Francis Scott
Key to pen the immortal "Star
Spangled Banner."
In 1818 Captain Samuel Chester
Reed of the US Navy suggested
that we revert to the original thirteen stripes, but continue to add
a new star on the admission of a
new state. This was adopted by
the Congress in 1818 and a law
was enacted to that effect. The
present law provides in substance:
"That the flag of the United
States be 13 horizontal stripes,
alternate red and white, and the
union, 48 stars in a blue field,
with one star to be added on the
Fourth of July next succeeding
admission of a new state."
Today, Old Glory has a new
look! With the admission of Alaska and Hawaii to statehood, our
new official flag will have 50 stars.
The final arrangement of the stars
was selected from hundreds of
designs submitted by Americans
in every part of the country.
This, then. Is the history of our
Stars and Strips, proud symbol of
our country's might, and the heritage of free men.

PURKEYS
FOOD

XX> 623-1707
FOX JM»> PROMPT ATTENTION
TO CARRY-OUT ORDERS

THERE'S A J<u»< NEAR YOU
]> LOCATIONS IN 7 STATES.

OPEN SAT. AND SUN.
IN-CAR HEATERS!

RICHMOND
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4 ML South en U.S. 25
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— ADULTS ONLY!
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free parking
modern equipment
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air conditioned
free lessons
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ROTC NEWS

Sound Off
By JIM FAKRIS
"The only effective defense a
nation can now maintain is the
power of attack. And that power
cannot be machinery alone. There
must be men to man the machines.
And there must be men to come
to close grips with the enemy and
tear his operating bases and his
productive establisment away from
him before the war can end."
General George C. Marshall
As a second lieutenant without
prior service and without dependents, one receives J22S.30 a
month basic pay, plus $47.88 for
subsistence. The monthly check
will total approximately {235, because $30 will be deducted for income tax and |6 for social security. If one is married, he will
receive, in addition to his basic
pay and subsistence, a rental allowance of $86.50 per month if
adequate quarters are not furnished by the government.
Officers attending service schools
on temporary duty (TDY) orders
receive a per diem allowance at
the tste of $4 dally. Normally, officers assigned to an orientation
course are on TDY.
Last Friday was "the first time
corps period has been outside this
year due to our local weather.
Col. Turner and his staff were
pleased with the manner in which
all companies performed. Now
that our ROTC unit has received
enough weapons to supply each
man, It marked the first time this
school year that each cadet was
armed.
Today 14 senior cadets left ROTC
headquarters at 0816 hours for Ft.
Knox. These men will be given
physical examinations because of
Army regulations. Master Sergeant John T. Bonner will be in
charge of this group. They plan
to return to Richmond later tonight.
NOTICE TO ALL CADETS
Each cadet will clean his assigned weapon prior to 1600 hours 15
March 1962. Cleaning hours will
be from 0630 to 1180 hours; from
1800 to 1600 hours, Monday through
Thursday of each week.
Demerits will be given to those
cadets who fail to comply with
this requirement. Sgt. Auterson
will be In charge at the arms room
in the Health Building.

Barrett. Montgomery
Are Distinguished
Military Students

S-EASTERN PROGRESS

National AUSA Membership Increases in 1661.
As Of 31 December 1661, AUSA
had 64,416 members. This was a
gain of almost 2,000 over the midyear total.
Included were 62,082 chapter and
at-iarge members, and 2,884 cadets. Our local chapter of AUSA
had about 70 members.

Friday, March 8, 196S

orized to wear ribbons and medals
on their uniforms. These awards
may Include ribbons for the bestdrilled squad, platoon, and company; AUSA membership;
and
medals for the highest scores fired
on the rifle range, the highest
academic rating, and the outstanding cadet. The majority of these
decorations are locally established, but the Superior Cadet Ribbon
and the Distinguished Military
Student Badge are recognised nationwide. All ribbons, badges, and
other awards are worn in a similar manner as authorized for
members of the Army.

Cadet Of Week

ATTENTION SOPHOMORES
It seems that the sophomores
don't realize how important the
part is that they have during
corps period. Most all are squad
leaders, platoon, guides, or platoon sergeants. These are important positions and the men placed
in these positions must know their
job and perform' that job In a milDAVID H. RUST
itary manner.
It doesn't matter how well the
Junior Cadet David H. Rust has
company commanders perform,
if they don't have the cooperation been selected as this week's outstanding Cadet. This semester
of all their command.
David Is serving as the Sergeant
Military Ball plans are moving Major for the Second Battalion.
along very well for our April He obtained this high ranking podance. Remember you can get sition for his superior record in
your ticket from any junior or Military Science 801.
senior, at $5.00 per couple. The
The son of Mr. and Mrs. Vincent
Jimmy Dorsey Orchestra under
the direction of Lee Castle will Rust, David graduated from Dixie
Heights in '58. Now a junior at
furnish the music.
Eastern, David is majoring in
commerce and accounting. His
THOUGHrr-FOR-IIIHB-WEEK
extracurricular
activities include;
"If you can see some good to
everybody, nearly everybody will AUSA, Cadet Officer's Club and
Sigma Tau Pi. David's bobbies are
see some good In you."
coin collecting and teaching swimming. After graduation next year
HUMOR IN UNIFORM
he plans on either making a caOur daughter's beau, who is to reer of the Army or going into
the Army, had two' weeks' leave the accounting field.
and spent a good deal of time at
Since David has been in the
our house. After he left, she re- ROTC he has made a definite conceived a letter in which he sang tribution to the program. David
the praises of her parents. "I demonstrated he has high potential
wish there was something I could as a future officer In the Army.
say or do," he wrote, "that would His leadership and bearing are
make them like me as much as I Just a couple of characteristics
like them. I guess leaving was a which set him out on the drill
good start!"
field or classroom.

SPECIAL!
THtS COUPON GOOD FOR

50c

Discount

ON ANY $2.00 DRY CLEANING PURCHASE.
3 HR. SHIRT LAUNDRY — 5 SHIRTS FOR SI.00

ROYAL CLEANERS
ONE HOUR SERVICE
2nd And Irvine
—
212 Water St.

By JIM FARRIS
Progress Military Editor
Two Senior ROTC cadets were.
selected Distinguished Military
Students last week. Joe T. Bamett,
health and physical education major from Hazard and James R.
Montgomery, commerce major
from Middlesboro, were selected
because of their first semester acacademic standing in their Military
Science 401 work.
These two seniors are eligible to
file for commissions in the Regular Army. Their appointment is
contingent upon completion of the
advanced course and graduation
with a baccalaureate degree. Both
these men plan to accept the Regular Army Commission.
A Distinguished Military Student
Is an undergraduate In the corps
who Is tentatively designated by
the Professor 'of Military Science
and Tactics. These cadets were
selected for such designation based
on the following:
1. Possession of outstanding
qualities of military leadership,
high moral character, and a definite aptitude for the military service.
2. Distinguishing himself academically and by demonstrated
leadership through his accomplishments while participating in recognized campus activities.
3. Scheduled for completion of
the advanced course, senior division, ROTC, within one school
year.
These Distinguished Military
Students are designated by the
publication of a letter by the PMS
AT. They will be awarded a Distinguished Military Student Badge,
which consists of a shield of the
coat of arms of the United States,
one-half Inch in height, in proper
colors superimposed on a silver
rectangle bordered In red, 3/8
inches in height and 1 and threequarters inches In length. This
Distinguished Military
Student
Badge is worn on the uniform at
these cadets.
Sign on the door of the ladles'
rest room in Mattox Hall: "Ladies'
Laboratory."

SNAPPY
SERVICE
GRILL
WTIMMI i rieiws Meet
and
Enjoy Good Food.
MEAL TICKETS
SS.50 For $5.00!

CARRY OUT
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u
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Bus Station,
2 Mocks from College.

The nudge is permitted when a beautiful girl is sighted in an unusual place or at an unusual'time.

tL@@§@C3 S ° Concerning self-control
Although we believe that girl watching has it all over
bird watching, we feel that these two hobbies do share
one important characteristic/They are both genitel.Tbey
both respect the rights of the watched. A girl watcher
who asks a beautiful stranger for her name and phone
number is like a bird watcher who steals eggs. (If the

WHY BE AN AMATEUR?
JOIN THE AMERICAN SOCIETY
OF GIRL WATCHERS NOW I
mi NCMMRsHm CARD, visit the editorial office of
this publication for ■ free membership card in the world's
only society devoted to discreet, but relentless, girl watching. Constitution of the society on reverse side of card.
This id sued on the book. "The Girl Watcher's Guide." Test:
Copyright by Donald J. Savers. Drawings: Copyright by EkJos
Dcillni. Reprinted by permission of Harper A Brothers.

stranger happens to have a pack of Pall Mall Famous
Cigarettes, and you're dying for a good, natural smoke,
you may break this rule.) Normally, the girl watcher's
pleasure is warm, quiet and internal. However, there
are cases when a discovery is so dazzling it must be
shared. Such a case is illustrated above.

Pall Malls
natural mildness
is so good
to your taste!
So smooth, so satisfying,
so downright smokeable!

